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R&C: Could you provide an overview of 
key trends shaping the global sanctions 
landscape in recent months? What impact 
has the COVID-19 pandemic brought to 
bear on global trade?

Petrila: The coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic 

has brought a significant impact on international 

trade, with the World Bank predicting a 5.2 percent 

contraction in global GDP in 2020. Maintaining 

trade flows requires cooperation and trust between 

parties, which have been hampered by the fear of 

international trade fuelling transmission of the virus 

and export restrictions on essential goods. There 

had already been tensions in trade prior to the 

pandemic, from tariff increases among major players 

to significant government support in key sectors, 

which has meant that any further sanctions-related 

restrictions will continue the significant pressure 

on global commerce. While 2020 began with the US 

imposing new economic sanctions against Iran’s 

construction industry, new sanctions were limited 

as governments focused on the pandemic in the 

first half of the year. Nevertheless, the second half 

of the year brought a rise in new and more complex 

restrictions imposed by the US, the European Union 

(EU), as well as the UK, making it challenging for 

firms to comply with global sanctions and keep 

abreast of the latest developments. With the US 

continuing to maintain restrictions on countries 

such as Iran, Russia, Syria and Venezuela, and 

introducing new sanctions on Hong Kong and China, 

the EU is finding itself in a difficult position when 

having to agree and adopt the same sanctions 

regimes, especially where the US continues to make 

extensive use of secondary sanctions, obliging 

non-US persons to stop conducting business with 

countries under US sanctions. As such, the EU will 

be looking to increase its autonomy from the US by 

adopting its own restrictive measures and ensuring 

that the euro currency plays a more significant role 

in global trade. In the meantime, firms will have to 

consider complying with multiple sets of restrictive 

measures.

R&C: How would you describe the 
recent approach of the US Department 
of the Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets 
Control (OFAC)? How would you describe 
its monitoring and enforcement efforts?

Petrila: While the Office of Foreign Assets 

Control (OFAC) acknowledges the challenges 

faced by firms during the COVID-19 pandemic, the 

agency still expects companies to adhere to the 

Sanctions Compliance Program (SCP) guidelines, 

released in May 2019, even if some delays are 

being encountered. Therefore, firms are encouraged 

to adopt a risk-based approach to sanctions 

compliance by developing, implementing and 

regularly updating their SCP. Firms will have to 

ensure that all five pillars set out in the guidelines 
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have been incorporated as part of their compliance 

programme. These pillars are management 

commitment, risk assessment, internal controls, 

testing and auditing, and training. With the new SCP 

guidance issued, OFAC’s scrutiny has intensified. In 

recent months, most of the agency’s enforcement 

actions have identified deficiencies and weakness 

within the SCP of firms. Some of the issues related 

to failings of understanding the applicability of OFAC 

regulations, facilitating transactions by non-US 

persons, making payments to sanctioned countries 

and firms as a result of deficient payment screening 

tools, and even applying improper due diligence 

on clients. These led to several sanctions breaches 

which resulted in enforcement actions against firms 

by OFAC.

R&C: Could you highlight any recent 
examples of OFAC issuing penalties for 
sanctions breaches? What lessons can we 
draw from such transgressions?

Petrila: OFAC has published seven civil penalties, 

issued to firms and individuals for violating sanctions 

restrictions. The penalties amounted to a total of 

approximately $10.8m and focused on sanctions 

breaches relating to Iran. A recent example is 

Whitford Worldwide Company LLC, a US cookware 

coating manufacturer which has agreed to pay 

$824,314 to settle its potential civil liability for its 

foreign subsidiaries’ sales to Iran. Whitford’s foreign 

subsidiaries continued to sell coatings to Iran despite 

changes to OFAC’s Iran sanctions programme 

that prohibited such transactions. It has also been 

found by OFAC that US-person employees of the 

company oversaw and provided instructions relating 

to some of these sales, conferring an economic 

benefit to Iran of $3.05m through 74 transactions 

over the course of approximately three years. This 

case highlights the importance of staying abreast of 

changes to sanctions regulations and understanding 

the full scope of sanctions prohibitions. OFAC 

encourages US companies that all compliance 

staff should have adequate technical knowledge 

and expertise, as failing to develop, implement and 

routinely update an SCP can result in violations. 

Apart from the civil penalties, in April 2020, OFAC 

issued a finding of sanctions violation for American 

Express Travel Related Services Company. Between 

March 2015 and May 2015 Amex was found to 

have issued a pre-paid card to, and processed 

41 transactions totalling $35,246.82 on behalf of, 

Gerhard Wisser, a specially designated national 

(SDN). The company remediated and disclosed the 

violations to OFAC, and there was no monetary 

penalty associated with the finding of violation, as 

the agency concluded that the breaches were the 

result of human error and screening system defects. 

The agency recognised that Amex had critical 

shortcomings in its compliance programme to allow 

such transactions to take place, however as the 

company cooperated with the investigation, OFAC 
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concluded that there was no information to indicate 

that Amex knew it maintained a card for an SDN, 

or that its system could be overridden. This case 

shows the importance of ensuring that automated 

sanctions payment screening systems 

are adequately calibrated, limiting firms’ 

exposure to violating sanctions. Firms are 

encouraged by OFAC to regularly review 

their sanctions systems and controls, and 

where breaches have been identified, 

firms should voluntarily disclose the 

violations to OFAC and take remedial 

actions as soon as possible, to ensure 

that similar violations will not occur in the 

future.

R&C: What steps can companies 
take to ensure they remain aware of any 
changes to OFAC requirements, and have 
appropriate strategies in place to meet 
them?

Petrila: Throughout the years, sanctions regimes 

have increased in complexity and decreased in 

predictability, therefore companies find it difficult 

keeping up with recent changes. Firms are 

encouraged to subscribe to OFAC’s actions email so 

that they can receive regular updates with respect 

to new sanctions lists, regulations and guidance, 

as well as enforcement actions. The SCP guidance, 

along with the enforcement actions published on 

OFAC’s website, can help firms understand how 

sanctions violations occur, what the agency takes 

into consideration as part of its enforcement actions, 

including the remedial steps that companies are 

encouraged to adopt to improve their existing 

compliance programmes. Firms must also 

understand their exposure to indirect sanctions risks 

in jurisdictions that are not themselves sanctioned 

but could be used for circumventing rules. Due 

diligence and third-party assessments should 

be closely looked at, especially in countries that 

conduct business or share borders with sanctioned 

jurisdictions, as this will enable firms to better 

understand their sanctions risk exposure. However, 

one of the main challenges encountered by firms 

when assessing their exposure is represented by 

the limited guidance on the depth of due diligence 

that should be conducted on business relationships. 

Irina Petrila,
FTI Consulting

“Throughout the years, sanctions 
regimes have increased in complexity 
and decreased in predictability, 
therefore companies find it difficult 
keeping up with recent changes.”
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Firms should consider conducting risk assessments 

on business relationships or transactions to 

determine the level of due diligence that must be 

applied and address any red flags identified through 

the due diligence process.

R&C: What kinds of technology solutions 
are available to support companies’ 
sanctions compliance efforts? Are you 
seeing increased awareness and demand 
for such technology?

Petrila: Firms are expected to screen their 

clients, connected parties and payments to ensure 

that they do not facilitate transactions with or from 

sanctioned countries or entities. Compliance with 

these requirements is usually achieved by employing 

software that screens payment details against the 

relevant databases, for example OFAC lists. However, 

OFAC has identified instances where sanctions 

payment screening systems lacked robustness, as 

firms failed to update their software to incorporate 

updates to the SDN List, and to include identifiers 

such as SWIFT codes for designated, blocked or 

sanctioned financial institutions. It is evident that 

firms will need to move from acquiring off the shelf 

software, which are not tailored to the company’s 

specific requirements, to in-house solutions 

customised to their business model, size, client base 

as well as countries of operations. Nevertheless, 

these systems will still need to be regularly reviewed 

and adequately calibrated to prevent sanctions 

breaches. We have seen a rise in the number of 

firms requiring in-house solutions to be developed 

and expect this to increase as more companies 

become aware of the requirement to have a robust 

sanctions payment screening system that fits with 

their business model.

R&C: What advice would you offer to 
companies on developing a sanctions 
compliance programme that effectively 
reduces risk and encourages a culture 
of compliance? How can organisations 
best align this programme with OFAC 
requirements?

Petrila: OFAC has strongly encouraged firms 

to adhere to the SCP guidelines and develop their 

own programmes, as these will be taken into 

consideration as part of the agency’s assessment 

and enforcement actions. Above everything, firms 

must ensure that they adhere to the five pillars 

of the SCP guidelines by firstly ensuring senior 

management are fully aware, support and approve 

the sanctions compliance programme. As one of the 

fundamental elements of the SCP guidelines, firms 

are also required to assess their clients, products, 

services and jurisdictions in order to determine 

potential OFAC sanctions risk. To do so, firms 

must ensure that they have adequate policies and 

procedures in place to support their daily processes 
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and reduce the risk of human error or misconduct. 

However, these systems and controls are required 

to be independently tested to increase firms’ 

awareness of how their programmes are performing 

and if any enhancements or updates are required. 

Finally, having adequate training programmes for 

staff should be a critical element of a successful 

SCP. The training should be tailored for each line of 

defence and must be provided with a frequency that 

is appropriate based on its OFAC risk assessment 

and risk profile.

R&C: Given the current volatility and 
unpredictability of global trade, what 
predictions would you make for the 
sanctions regime and OFAC’s priorities 
over the coming months?

Petrila: With new sanctions regimes comes 

increased scrutiny. In the last year, the US has 

taken a more unilateral and nationalist approach 

to foreign policy, leading to several complications 

in terms of implementation while antagonising 

existing country allies. Recent events, such as the 

ban of TikTok – unless sold to a US company – and 

the restriction of Huawei in 5G telecommunication 

implementation, highlights that there can be an 

overlap between national security concerns and 

trade protection. We expect a continuation of this 

type of restriction on certain Chinese companies, 

however the US presidential election is due to take 

place in November, and the outcome will affect 

whether OFAC will formalise these presidential 

decrees. During the pandemic, OFAC has adopted 

a light-touch approach and encouraged firms to be 

transparent and to share any compliance concerns 

with the agency, however as lockdown measures 

relax, firms should expect OFAC’s oversight and 

scrutiny to return to business as usual. The agency 

will continue to monitor firms and issue penalties 

for inadequate systems and controls which led to 

sanctions breaches. While the agency has given 

weight to the effects of the pandemic on firms’ 

ability to comply with sanctions, it did not excuse 

any violations, continuing to penalise companies as 

appropriate. RC&  


